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eitancapital

Eitan Capital (for Human
Ventures) is a tailored VC
which aims to transform
research into a commercial
initiative, trying to tackle real
world public policy problems.
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The Eitan Institute is an
association that serves as a
legal and academic lodging
for all of Ehud Heller's
activities.

An implementation of
Classpace RIDDLE in the
organizational-commercialgovernment field.

In this framework, a thesis
is written, which is the
basis for all the projects,
and in particular Classpace
RIDDLE, a cutting-edge
platform for the
integration of technology
in education and the
redesign of the K12 school.

It has a modular
architecture that enables
each organization to
implement a culture of
accelerating innovation and
knowledge sharing.

www.hive.health
Seeks to change the
relationship between the
various players in the
medical and wellness
areas.
The environment enables
extensive expression of
accumulated knowledge,
in a simple way, creating
collaborative knowledge in
a secure manner while
maintaining maximum
privacy and data analysis
mechanisms. It has agents
that promote healthy
activity and
recommendations tailored
to the overall formal and
formal information.

www.flatterr.com
The first matchmaking
platform in the world that
knows how to match the
customer with the
optimal living
environment, all in a fun
and humane process.
Flatterr provides a real
answer from learning the
successes and failures of
past matchmaking for
similar "profiles".

To discover more about eitan capital ventures
and the innovative flywheel effect:
www.eitancapital.com
https://medium.com/@EitanCapital
https://twitter.com/eitancapital
RIDDLE is similar in spirit to
Metawise in its desire to
make the class a catalyst
for educational ventures.
Both the knowledge and
the code are reusable
building blocks.

Metawise refers to all
objects as "apps" in the
store like the AppStore,
with a unique timeline for
knowledge management
where each post is a
collaborative notebook.

It is essentially a connection
between a learning
environment, project
management and
knowledge management, in
a holistic model that is the
"patent??".

The system helps to
formulate an optimal
medical strategy and
harnesses the end user to
be an active player who
understands how he must
act and what the
particular risks are for him,
while being able to receive
a similar response and
various treatment factors.

Example: "I am the father
of five, married and the
CEO of Bio-Tech in the
north. I would like to find
a residential home in a
green environment next
to Highway 6".

This is in contrast to the
situation in which search
engines and databases
(bulletin boards) are
unable to provide a real
answer to their
customers because they
are structured to dig into
information rather than
understand it.

ask@eitancapital.com
Each pupil is part of a
commando team, a startup like community of
thinking that solves a
problem in a given
discipline, using a social
enterprise learning
environment for managing
and developing projects
that serve as building
blocks for others.

Metawise has a language
(WiseQL) by which rules are
built that connect the
profiles and enable
programming of the
environment and the
various motivational
mechanisms.

The monetization model
proposes changing the
dependencies that
subordinate the sites to a
single minded solution.

